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About This Game

Travel through the four valleys to save the kingdom from the ancient evil.

Your uncle Brent raised you as a skilled hunter. Fate, however, gave you a different path than a peaceful village life. An ancient
evil awakened, shattering the whole kingdom. Dark monsters climbed out of holes and people died under the falling mountains.
You are left alone to face the great evil. You must set out on a long journey through the four valleys and save the kingdom on

the brink of destruction. Your courage and your skills will forge a new hero of the kingdom.

Explore the beautiful country of the four valleys.

Help people and fulfill many interesting quests.

Fight monsters and advance in many skills.

Find hundreds of useful hidden items.

Reach up to 57 achievements.
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The high level of difficulty and slow pace make for a very frustrating experience. Not worth $18 in my opinion.

One of the biggest annoyances is the size of the enemies. The game is hard enough as it is, so why make it more frustrating by
having us shoot tiny spiders and wasps? I obviously didn't explore every bit of content this game has to offer, but it was enough
for me to say no thanks.. This game seemed interesting since the user could incorporate their own music into it, but it is very
bland. It's definitely a time-waster, but in a bad way. For achievement hunters, it doesn't take long to get all the achievements
but it's basically just constant mindless grinding. I think the only good part about the game is that you can play your own music
with it... but you can always just play your own music in the background of a better game. Not worth it.. After working as a
cashier for a couple of years, I quit and promised myself to never, EVER, go through the horror of dealing with annoying
customers again. I did miss the satisfying beeps products being scanned... so I paid money to do my old job without actually
getting paid for it. At least now I can swear at those moody turds without the fear of getting fired.. I liked, pretty much
everything about the game, but I disliked that in a previous update, it changed the whole game and removed some features and
special effects from the game, then how it was before. I recommend to play it anyways. What I mean by graphical effects, I
mean that they name the "Urban Metaphor" drop Lazer, it doesn't look as cool as it did in a previous update.. Okay, this game is
actually fun. Some moments I didn't enjoy but overall, it was enjoyable. Now to list the upsides and downsides to this game:

+Unique weapons
+Interesting flashbacks
+Mini-guns

-Some bosses are impossible to figure out
-Grenades are hard to throw decently because there's no arc shown on how you're throwing it
-Game is short, beat it in a day
-Ending is lacking

+Replay for more info
+Interesting twist of events
+Are you the good guys or the bad guys?

Overall, 8/10.
I enjoyed this game a LOT.
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I was looking for a PC game to scratch the tabletop wargame itch. I'm a fan of Epic 40k, Flames of War, etc, but I don't have
much time to play with friends. I searched high and low for the closest thing I could find to a tabletop miniatures game, and
Battle Academy is what I settled on.

Glad I did. It's a great game. Tons of fun to play both the single player campaign and against other players in online multiplayer.
The PBEM multiplayer interface is easy and seamless. Play your turn whenever you have time.

I just love everything about this game. I paid full price for it and have no regrets. If you're looking for a close approcimation to
miniature wargaming on your PC, buy this.. I really wanted to like and recommend this game, but I simply can't do it. The
graphics are good looking, there're some cool songs and sound effects, the overall gameplay is acceptable, with some power-ups
and everything and there's even a story as a background to keep you engaged. So, what's the problem?

The random premise of the game, combined with some relentless conditions that have to be fulfilled in order to advance, turns
the experience that it was supposed to be fulfilling into something completely stressful. In other words, if you're expecting to
play something casual and relaxing, you're gonna be extremely disappointed.

If you'd like my advice, save your money, or better yet, save your time: Don't give this one a try.. would kms again !. buggy as
hell. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7LZjIlc1MHM. Got all the DLC from a bundle, they add a lot more content.. Amazing
game, amazing ＡＥＳＴＨＥＴＩＣ. Love the trippy ending and everything else 11/10 Robodoge.. Highschool Possession

Highschool Possession is a Visual Novel [VN] done by Dharker Studio. Highschool Possession is a VN about a guy who wakes
up in the bodies of his two female friends [one a day]. He always held his friends in the perfect status, that nothing in their life
could trouble them. As he's in their bodies, he learns about the things each of his friends go through, one being bullied and the
other depressed and suicidal.

The main character in these two girls bodies and experiences the things they do, able to read about what "HE" did in their body,
through their diary the next time he returns. He messes things up for both of the girls, but in the end pulls through for them
both, helping them through their situations. The VN itself is very short, very few choices and doesn't branch or change the story
much. It takes about 2-3 hours to complete and get the achievements.

I can recommend this if you get it on sale, or in a bundle.. A 5 minute free Screen Saver?. I get to meme a cat for his pirate-like
voice

I get to Megido-Flame-Wheel-Loop my opponents to oblivion

BUT MOST IMPORTANTLY

I get to use my blood to corner players into walls and kill them by throwing bloody fidget spinners or tebagging them to death
after blood-freezing them.

10\/10 - Make Carmine meta
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